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Abstract—In this paper, we present the motivation for de-
signing a high level architecture for network simulators. We
discuss the elements and stakeholders of network simulation,
in order to set the terminology for our discourse on network
simulator architectures. We also present a list of hypothe-
ses about network simulators, which we believe would lead
to better network simulators and network simulation ex-
periments, if realized as design requirements for network
simulators. Then we describe the design of the AMINES
high level architecture for network simulators. AMINES-
HLA have been developed to provide a common architec-
tural basis for network simulators that aim to support the
hypotheses presented.

I. Introduction

Simulations have been one of the main methods for un-
derstanding, tuning, and therefore designing networks and
network protocols. Interest in network simulation in the
simulation community also have been increasing. This con-
tinuing increase in interest is caused by challenges intro-
duced by two developments at the networking research side.
The first development is the ever-growing Internet. Under-
standing how existing and newly proposed protocols would
behave in this massive network, has created a demand for
highly scalable network simulation systems. The other
development is the development and deployment of new
wireless technologies. These wireless technologies have in-
troduced mobility, dynamic and complex physical channel
characteristics, and resource limited network nodes. The
wireless technologies have thereby changed the processing
power needs of the models employed in network simulations
and affected the architectures of the simulators.

The number of network simulators is growing by the
day. Among the mostly used network simulators, Ns-2 [1],
GloMoSim [2], SSFNet [3], OPNET Modeler, and OM-
NeT++ [4] can be mentioned. Beside these major systems,
papers reporting new simulators are being published in al-
most every major conference on networking or simulation.

What is described in this paper, is not a new network
simulator, but a high level architecture for network simu-
lators. We believe that the lack of a common higher level
architecture increases the cost for reusing models of net-
works across the network simulation systems. Interestingly
this happens despite an apparent architectural similarity
between the simulators available today. This last comment
naturally does not cover commercial systems like OPNET
Modeler where the source is not available.

The idea behind having a high level architecture for net-

work simulators is twofold. The first idea is to standardize
channels of communication between architectural elements
of simulators, so that different simulators can be connected
and run together by tapping into these standardized chan-
nels, and moving back and forth data between the simula-
tors. This is also one of the ideas behind the High Level
Architecture (HLA), the IEEE standard 1516 for modeling
and simulation [5]. However, the high level architectures
for network simulators should aim for a lower granularity
mapping between the architectural elements and the simu-
lation model elements. This is because it appears beneficial
to compose the models of networks from submodels of vary-
ing detail in network simulation experiments. Therefore we
favor imposing a one-to-one mapping between elements in
the metamodel, which is assumed and used when creating
the simulation model, and the elements of the simulator’s
architecture. IEEE standard HLA leaves such issues of
multiplexing model elements onto federates to the design-
ers of the simulators.

The second reason for having a high level architecture
for network simulators is to ensure that the run-time sim-
ulation management functionality in the simulators is suf-
ficiently abstracted from the executable models of the net-
works being studied. Although part of such functionality
is also included in the IEEE HLA’s Run-Time Infrastruc-
ture, IEEE HLA does not explicitly specify where and by
which entities or programs the construction of the run-time
representation of the model will be made. We believe this
is an integral part of the network simulation systems, as
evidenced by various script based or graphical tools for
designing experiments on current network simulation sys-
tems. Abstraction of this functionality would ease simula-
tion model element reuse at the level of executable models.
It would become possible that the executable models of
two network simulators constructed using different simula-
tion libraries or systems can be run together by stripping
their management functionality and customizing it. Natu-
rally, necessary model entities that will act as data bridges
between the two models should also be added.

This paper reports our ongoing work on the AMINES
high level architecture (AMINES-HLA) for network simula-
tors. We have finished our initial design of the system, im-
plemented a sequential (single-thread) run-time infrastruc-
ture, formulated some extensions to the architecture for
concurrency support, and we are currently in the process of
implementing a run-time infrastructure for AMINES-HLA
with concurrency extensions. The concurrency extensions
involve managing execution units, which are similar to log-



ical processes [6], and will not be discussed in this paper
due to size limitations. Design of a typical simulator is ex-
emplified in [7], along with comparison of AMINES-HLA
to architecture of various other simulation systems.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section II, we an-
alyze the role a higher level architecture would play by
discussing the elements and stakeholders of network sim-
ulation, and propose a set of hypotheses about building
network simulators. Then, in Section III, we describe the
design of AMINES-HLA. We present our conclusions, and
point to further research topics and directions in the last
section.

II. Elements and Stakeholders of Network

Simulation

In this section, we will lay the grounds for the rest of
the paper by identifying the elements of network simula-
tions by defining terminology, identifying the stakeholders
involved, and discussing their goals and interests. The sec-
tion is concluded with some hypotheses intended to serve
as guidelines for the network simulation system and library
developers. An extended presentation of the material in
this section, can be found in [8].

A. Elements

The goal of a simulation experiment is to investigate
some target phenomena through modeling. The central
element in the target phenomenon in a network simulation
experiment (NSE) is a network which exists for real or as a
design. Such a network we will call a target network (TN).

The TN is represented in an NSE as a model. Since we
don’t intend to attempt at giving a complete definition and
a theory of what constitutes a model, if will suffice to say
that a model can be roughly defined as a description of a
target phenomenon. In the case of networks, we will refer
to such a description of a TN used in a NSE, as the model
of the target network (MoTN). We would like to stress that
although usually regarded as part of the simulation system,
schedulers are in fact parts of models.

Certain characteristics of models appear in a discourse
on simulation. Detailedness, precision, accuracy, and gran-
ularity are such characteristics that appear frequently in
the discourse on network simulations. Precision and accu-
racy can be defined relatively easily with respect to actual
measurements taken from the TN, or realization of the TN
if the TN exists as a design. Providing a definition for de-
tailedness is more difficult, so we will refer to the intuitive
meaning of being detailed. Granularity is a comparative
relationship between two models, and can be defined using
specificity, which itself is a comparative relationship. For
two models Ma and Mb, Ma can be said to be more specific
than model Mb if Ma models a subset of the phenomena
modeled by Mb. A composite model MC1 can be said to
have a smaller granularity than MC2 if they model the same
phenomena, and MC1 is composed of more specific models
than those composed into MC2.

We define a target network simulator (TNSim) as the
simulator whose software specifications are derived from a
chosen simulation system or library and a MoTN. A TNSim

is composed of parts that provide simulation management
functionality (SMF), and an executable MoTN. By an ex-
ecutable MoTN we refer to an MoTN prepared as a com-
putational machinery (software). For effectively building a
TNSim, the metamodel the MoTN is derived from, should
be in reasonable agreement with the architectural and func-
tional specifications inherited from the use of a particular
simulation system or library.

A simulation library (SimLib) is a library of helper rou-
tines for implementing SMF in TNSim. Similarly, a simu-
lation system is an extensible software that provides ready-
made SMF functionality to be extended with an executable
MoTN to build a TNSim. For connecting the so imple-
mented SMF functionality to the executable MoTNs, Sim-
Sys and SimLibs imposes a set of interfaces and architec-
tural requirements on the executable MoTN they are used
in conjunction to. SimSys and SimLibs usually come with
a library of ready-made models, which we will refer to as
the model library (MoLib), or executable MoLib to stress
that the models in the MoLib are executable models, where
necessary.

B. Stakeholders

Two different parties are involved in NSEs: the experi-
menters, and the network simulation system or library de-
velopers. The experimenters are the researchers who con-
duct NSEs. They have two major goals or interests: to
design, implement, and conduct the experiment with mini-
mum effort and resources, and to carry out the experiment
in such a manner so as to obtain adequately meaningful
data. The experimenter’s process of realizing the experi-
ment can be divided into three stages: pre-run, run-time,
and post-run. In the pre-run stage, a network SimSys
or SimLib is chosen. It is important at this point that
the specifications imposed by the chosen system or library
should be sufficiently compatible with the metamodel to
be chosen to prepare the MoTN with. After choosing the
metamodel and the SimSys or SimLib, the experimenter
prepares the executable MoTN, initial conditions, and the
workload. Then the MoTN is converted into a TNSim us-
ing the SMF functionality of the chosen SimSys, or using
the SMF functionality the experimenter implements using
the chosen SimLib. In the run-time period, the TNSim is
executed. During the execution of the TNSim, a run-time
representation of the executable MoTN is constructed, and
run. The results are gathered, and subjected to limited on-
line analysis if necessary. In the post-run period, the data
gathered are analyzed and results derived.

The other stakeholder in NSEs is the developers of the
SimSys and SimLibs. The developers design, implement,
and maintain a system or a library. They don’t conduct
NSEs themselves. They aim to build systems or libraries
that are simple but adequate, and well documented. Fur-
thermore, they aim to make the specifications that their
systems would impose on the TNSim, compatible with
some assumptions about metamodels that will be used by
the experimenters when building MoTNs. They also at-
tempt to design for good performance. Usually, to provide
a model library with basic models of conventional hardware



and software, is also regarded as a goal for the developers,
though this goal would definitely involve experts from the
networking domain. The tasks undertaken by the develop-
ers involve choice of target metamodel, preparing compat-
ible software specifications, determining how the specifica-
tions are to be mapped to programing language structures,
designing the interfaces for the experimenters, and imple-
menting clean and well documented code.

The goals, interests, and tasks of the two stakeholders
are sufficiently different so as to grant a clear separation
of their roles when realizing NSEs. The Ns-2 simulator
provides a counterexample, where the experimenters are
expected to extend the core architecture in a reusable way
if they need so when implementing their MoTNs. This
being done over the last decade (since 1995), the result is
that the Ns-2 code is hard to understand and difficult to
follow. Such a state is also reinforced by the fact that the
SMF and executable MoTNs, and therefore the SMF and
the provided MoLib, are not sufficiently separated in Ns-2’s
architecture.

C. Hypotheses

Building on the elements and stakeholders described, we
will provide a list of hypotheses for the network SimSys
and SimLib developers. We believe the satisfaction of these
hypotheses in design requirements would lead to network
SimSys and SimLibs that are easier to use, to an exper-
imentation process that is easier to follow for the experi-
menter, and thereby to better quality experiments.
H1: The experimenters and SimSys and SimLib develop-
ers are two different stakeholders whose roles should not
be confused when conducting NSEs and building network
SimSys, SimLibs, or MoLibs.
H2: Assumptions made by developers about the meta-
model used by the experimenter, should be made explic-
itly. The metamodel assumed should be in good agreement
with the expert knowledge that the network researchers use
when they model networks in their day-to-day research.
Such an agreement is aimed at decreasing the learning and
cognitive load on the experimenter. The software specifi-
cations that will be imposed on TNSims by the developed
SimSys and SimLibs, should be compatible with the meta-
model assumed that the experimenters would use.
H3: Modeling parts of TNs with submodels of lesser detail,
is common practice. Therefore any metamodel assumed
while developing SimSys and SimLibs, and the software
specifications imposed by them, should allow for submodels
of different detail and complexity in the MoTN.
H4: The metamodel may describe executable MoTNs di-
rectly, or some transformation might be needed to convert
the MoTN described by the metamodel to an executable
MoTN. In any case, the resulting executable MoTNs should
be efficiently implementable.
H5: The executable MoTNs constructed conforming to the
software specifications imposed by the SimSys or SimLib,
should preferably be transparently distributable, or trans-
parently transformable to run in a concurrent manner. The
transparency as used here, is from the perspective of the
experimenter. This hypothesis follows both from emula-

tion related needs, and current processor trends towards
multi-core architectures.
H6: A metamodel for producing executable MoTNs that
uses compositions and connections of homogeneous simple
model elements with customizable behavior, should be of
sufficient expressive power. Along with restrictions on cus-
tomized behavior, a clean simple interface for customiza-
tion, and a transparently distributable architecture for sim-
ple model elements, such a metamodel should be in good
agreement with the hypotheses H1–H5.

III. Design of AMINES-HLA

AMINES-HLA is a higher level architecture for network
simulators. It is designed to be used as basis for network
simulator architectures.

The AMINES-HLA assumes a metamodel that is some-
what similar to the actor model ([9], [10]). The reason
for making this selection on behalf of the developers, is to
impose specifications upon the architecture of the network
simulators that are built on AMINES-HLA, so as to influ-
ence their design to satisfy hypothesis H2.

AMINES-HLA defines two types of units, the unit mod-
els and constructor units, and also specify how they com-
municate.

A. Unit Models

A unit model (UM) in AMINES-HLA represents an indi-
visible (non-composite) model provided in the network sim-
ulator for building the MoTNs. The detailedness of these
UMs is not specified by AMINES-HLA, therefore a UM
might be representing anything from something as simple
as a FIFO queue, up to something as complex as a back-
bone router or a whole network.

Since the models represented by UMs can be at any de-
tailedness level, their limitations might lead to multiple in-
stantiations of these models in the run-time representation
of the MoTN. This is in fact what is generally being done
in network simulators in use today. Each of these instan-
tiations are represented by unit model instances (UMIs) in
AMINES-HLA. In a way, the relationship between UMs
and UMIs resemble class-object relationship in object ori-
ented modeling. Therefore, although not strictly necessary,
it appears favorable to organize a library of unit models to
take advantage of inheritance in object oriented program-
ming.

A.1 Connecting UMIs

In the run-time representation of the MoTN, the UMIs
are connected to other UMIs with uni-directional data
paths called links. Given a UMI u, a link connected to
u can be either an inlink if its direction is towards u, or
an outlink, if its direction is away from u. Inlinks of an
UMI carry messages to it, whereas outlinks carry messages
away from it. Every link in the run composite model is an
inlink for exactly one UMI u1, and an outlink for exactly
one UMI u2, where u1 is not necessarily different than u2.
Therefore whether a link is an inlink or an outlink can only
be meaningfully distinguished with respect to a UMI. The
inlinks and outlinks of a UMI u are defined to be logically



distinguishable by u through locally meaningful identifiers.
Therefore, locally to a specific UMI u, no two inlinks or
two outlinks of u can have the same identifier.

When sending messages, a UMI uses the outlink’s locally
meaningful identifier to specify the message destination.
Therefore the address of any message sent by a UMI does
not include any specification about the receiver.

Upon reception of a message, the receiving UMI can dis-
tinguish which inlink the message was received from, as it
is passed the locally meaningful identifier of that inlink.

The contents of the message is completely left out from
AMINES-HLA, to be determined in MoTN. Therefore in a
particular MoTN, it can be decided to include some form
of identifiers for the source and target UMIs of the mes-
sage. Although this is allowed, using global identifiers as
part of the general messaging schema in a simulator, would
decrease reusability of the UMs considerably. Therefore, it
should be avoided unless it appears necessary.

A.2 Behavior of UMs

The behavior of a UM is left out to be defined by the
MoTN builder. The UMs with customized behavior serve
as the set of types the UMIs that will be used in the
MoTNs, will be instantiated from.

There are some restrictions on the behavior of the UMs.
UMIs cannot create new UMIs, nor new links between any
two UMIs. This amounts up to saying that the UMIs are
not allowed to change the structure of the run-time rep-
resentation of the MoTN while TNSim is being executed.
Furthermore, as discussed above with respect to connec-
tions between UMIs, it is highly undesirable for one UMI
to operate on direct references to other UMIs.

Other than these restrictions, a UMI can do any compu-
tation on the local information available to the UMI.

The logical structure of a UMI is shown in Figure 1.
The ambassador entities provide points of contact for the
base of the UMI to receive service requests from the UMI
customized behavior (UMI-CB), and UMI-CB to receive
callbacks from the base.

UMI−Base Ambassador

UMI−CB Ambassador

UMI Customized Behavior

UMI Base
inlinks outlinks

service requests callbacks

Fig. 1. Logical structure of a UMI.

A.3 Services Provided to UM Custom Behavior

Three types are involved in description of the services
given to UMI-CB:
link-id: The link-id type is used to label the elements of
the sets of inlinks and outlinks. This type should support
smaller-than and equality operations, and given a set of
link-ids S, generation of a new link-id l where l �∈ S.
message: The message type represents the messages ex-
changed between the units in the AMINES-HLA.

UMI-Base-Ambassador: This type represents a UMI-
Base’s ambassador.

The following services are to be provided by the UMI-
Base to the customized behavior of the UM:
sendMessage: Request to send a message through an out-
link. The link-id of the outlink, and the message should
be provided. There is no return value. As a result, a re-
ceiveMessage callback will happen at the UMI the given
outlink is connected to.
receiveMessage: Callback indicating that a new message
has been received. The link-id of the inlink that the mes-
sage was received from, and the message is provided. No
return value is expected.
umiBaseCreated: Callback indicating that the UMI, now
has an associated UMI-Base. The UMI-Base’s ambassador
is provided as a parameter of type UMI-Base-Ambassador.
No return value is expected. A UMI-CB receives this call-
back only once in its lifetime.

B. Constructor Units

The constructor units (CUs) are somewhat like the UMs
described in the previous section, but the restrictions on
their behavior are less strict, and they have an extended
messaging mechanism. Therefore, in a way, the CUs are
more powerful UMs.

As discussed with regard to UMs and UMIs, the CU
can also serve as types for multiple instantiations. Each of
these instantiations of a CU is referred to as a constructor
unit instance (CUI).

The CUIs are the only units in the AMINES-HLA that
are capable of being used for construction and initializa-
tion, and transformation of the run-time representation of
the MoTN. The indication is that CUs are not really meant
to be used in the run-time representation of the MoTN, but
for constructing or doing modifications on it. CUs are the
entities on top of which to implement the mechanics of set-
ting up the initial state, and to provide the initial spark
to start the execution of the run-time representation of the
MoTN. Therefore the CUs are specifically targeted for im-
plementing the SMF in TNSims.

One of the CUIs in any TNSim architecture is to be des-
ignated as the starter CUI, and created by an initialization
code such as the main() function for C or C++ environ-
ments. It is the unit responsible for starting the creation of
the other CUIs, UMIs, and links, which form the run-time
representation of the SMF and MoTN.

B.1 Connecting CUIs

CUIs use instance ids (I-ids) assigned to each one of the
UMIs and CUIs in the TNSim in order to describe des-
tination of the messages they send. When receiving, the
CUIs also receive the sender’s I-id along with the message.
AMINES-HLA does not specify a repository of all such ids,
therefore the CUIs can only communicate with the UMIs
or CUIs they know the I-id of. This restriction is in ac-
cordance with localization of information to CU and UM
instances.

Whereas the use of I-ids explain how the CUIs are con-
nected among themselves, it does not fully explain the com-



munication between the CUIs and UMIs, since the UMIs
have a simpler connection mechanism. The CUIs can send
messages to the UMIs using their I-ids, and decide on which
inlink the UMI’s customized behavior will receive the mes-
sage from. In order for a UMI to be able to send a message
to a CUI c, one outlink of the UMI must previously been
setup (by a CUI) to send to c. Thereafter the UMI can
communicate to c by directing messages to this particular
outlink.

B.2 Behavior of CUs

Like UMs, the behavior of CUs are also left blank to be
customized by the simulator model builder. The CUs with
customized behavior serve as the set of types the CUIs will
be instantiated from.

The only restriction on the behavior of the CUs is that
CUIs work with the local information they have, and use
only the set of services provided by AMINES-HLA to in-
teract with other CUIs and UMIs. The CUIs can create or
delete UMIs and CUIs. They can also create or delete links
between two UMIs or UMIs and CUIs. Therefore CUs can
construct and transform the run-time representation of the
TNSim, and hence the SMF and MoTN.

The logical structure of a CUI is shown in Figure 2, is
similar to the structure of UMIs. The points of service and
callback are again provided through ambassador entities.
The main difference between the logical structure of the
CUIs and UMIs is the message flow paths into and out of
the instances.

B.3 Services Provided to CU Custom Behavior

There are additional types defined in describing the ser-
vices and callbacks related to the CUIs. Every instance of
a UM or a CU in a given simulation executable model has
an id that is unique in that model. The type of these ids
is defined as the I-id (instance-id). There are two subtypes
of I-id: UMI-id is the type of the ids of UMIs, and CUI-id
is the type of the ids of CUIs. Given an I-id, it should be
possible to deduce whether it is a CUI-id or a UMI-id.

In addition to these id types, three other types are
needed to be able to refer to customized behavior ambas-
sadors: UMI-CB-Ambassador, CUI-CB-Ambassador, and
CUI-Base-Ambassador. They represent the types of UMI
custom behavior, CUI custom behavior, and the CUI-Base
ambassadors respectively.

The following services are provided by the CUI-Base to
the CUI-CB:
sendMessageToUmi: Request to send a message to an
UMI. The UMI-id of the target UMI, the link-id of the
inlink that the message will be received from at the target
UMI, and the message should be provided. There is no
return value. As a result, a receiveMessage callback will
happen at the target UMI.
sendMessageToCui: Request to send a message to a CUI.
The CUI-id of the target CUI and the message should be
provided. There is no return value. As a result, a re-
ceiveMessage callback will happen at the target CUI.
createUmi: Request to create an UMI. An UMI-CB should
be provided as a parameter of type UMI-CB-Ambassador.

The return value is the UMI-id of the created UMI. As
a result, a UmiBaseCreated callback will happen at the
created UMI.
createCui: Request to create a CUI. A CUI-CB should be
provided as a parameter of type CUI-CB-Ambassador. The
return value is the CUI-id of the created CUI. As a result,
the CuiBaseCreated callback will happen at the created
CUI.
linkUmiToUmi: Request to create a link between to UMIs.
The link to be created is described by four parameters pro-
vided: a UMI-id and outlink’s link-id at the initiating side
of the link, and a UMI-id and inlink’s link-id at the ending
side. There is no return value.
linkUmiToCui: Request to create a link initiating from a
UMI and ending up in a CUI. The UMI-id and the outlink’s
link-id for the initiating side of the link, and the CUI-id for
the ending side should be provided. There is no return
value.
unlinkUmiFromUmi: Request to delete a link between two
UMIs. The link is described as in linkUmiToUmi service.
There is no return value.
unlinkUmiFromCui: Request to delete a link between a
UMI and a CUI. The link is described as in linkUmiToCui
service. There is no return value.
deleteUmi: Request to delete a UMI. The UMI-id of the
UMI to be deleted is provided. There is no return value.
As a result, the links of the given UMI are deleted, and the
resources used by the UMI-Base are released.
deleteCui: Request to delete a CUI. Similar to deleteUmi,
but works for CUIs.
replaceUmiCbAmbassador: Request to replace the UMI-
CB ambassador of a UMI. The UMI-id of the UMI whose
UMI-CB will be replaced, and a new UMI-CB as a pa-
rameter of type UMI-CB-Ambassador should be provided.
This service is intended for use in model replacement and
simulator interoperability [7].
receiveMessage: Callback indicating that a message has
been received. The I-id of the UMI or CUI the message
was received from and the message is provided. No return
value is expected.
CuiBaseCreated: Callback indicating that the CUI has now
an associated CUI-Base. The CUI-Base is provided as a
parameter of type CUI-Base-Ambassador. No return value
is expected. A CUI-CB receives this callback only once
during its lifetime.

IV. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have discussed the elements and stake-
holders of network simulation, presented some hypothesis
on network simulator design, and described our design of
the AMINES high level architecture for network simula-
tors.

We believe the benefits of having a high level architec-
ture for network simulators justifies the cost of developing
one and conforming to it. A high level architecture for net-
work simulators would enable model reuse across different
network simulators at the executable model level. A high
level architecture that supports transparent distribution of
basic architectural elements, would help us to harness the
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Fig. 2. Logical structure of a CUI.

power of the coming multi-core processors. In addition, a
clear high level architecture that is sufficiently similar to
the experimenters’ own perception of networking systems,
would provide an easy to learn and easy to use base archi-
tecture that is shared across different network simulators.

The discussion we have presented in this paper, on ele-
ments and stakeholders, contributes by providing the ter-
minology for the discourse on network simulator architec-
tures. By defining and clarifying borders between the ele-
ments, and by identifying the stakeholders and their goals
and interests, it provides grounds for our argument in favor
of having a high level architecture for network simulators.
The AMINES-HLA demonstrates one possible design of a
high level architecture for network simulators.

One conclusion from our work on the design of AMINES-
HLA, is that it is a feasible attempt to design a high level
architecture for network simulators. Providing help to the
developers to satisfy the hypotheses in Section II-C, is one
of the major design goals of the AMINES-HLA.

The work described in this paper is ongoing work, and
further research directions and problems are many. We
are currently in the process of implementing a concurrent
run-time infrastructure for the AMINES-HLA. One pos-
sible research subject is working out the details of the
metamodel assumptions of the AMINES-HLA, in prefer-
ably a formal manner. We also would like to explore
transparently distributing the CUs and UMs in a simu-
lator built on AMINES-HLA. Another direction we have
already started to work on, is to implement existing simula-
tors on AMINES-HLA. For this purpose, we have initiated
a project for re-factoring the Ns-2 simulator.

Another question involves an assumption we have made
in the design of the AMINES-HLA. The CUs as the only
entities in AMINES-HLA that are capable of transform-
ing the run-time representation of the MoTN. Yet, at the
same time, we have suggested that they should not be used
in MoTNs. The reason why we have separated the CUs
and UMs in this manner, is that we doubt the necessity of
supporting self-transforming MoTNs, where number and
connection patterns of submodels change during simula-
tion. We believe that what actually is beneficial, is to have
the ability to dynamically allocate resources to sufficiently
self-contained or autonomous elements in the run-time rep-
resentation of the MoTN.Formulating this assumption in a

formal framework is a topic for further research.
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